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ABSTRAcr 

This paper is conc::med with the parallel evaluation of dalalog rule programs. mainly by processors that are inter
::cnnec:ed by a communication network. We iOirodu~ a paradigm. called data-reduction. for the par:illel e'laJlUricn 
of a general daLalog program. Several paralielization strategies discussed previously in [CW, GST, w. WS] are spe
:::.:11 cJ.ses of this ~gm. The parndigm paralJelizes the evaluation by partitioning among the ;rrocessors tt.e 
insranti.Wons of the rules. Afler presenting the paradigm. we discuss the following issues. that we see fundament.1l 
for ~ar:illeliz.1tion scrategies derived from the paradigm: properties of the strategies that enable a reducton in the 
communication overhead. decomposability, load balancing. and ~plic3Lion to programs with negation. We prove 
that c!ecomposabiliry, J conapt introduced previously in [WS. CWl. is undecidable. 

1. ~u n:se&td! ...,u IU~ru:d lJ1?&J'I by DARPA ReJeIJ'Cb GnM 'F·::9601·~1~.m.t. &tld by:he C:rur ior Advltl~ T"::nology 1l 

Colwno.& t: nlvenlty. 
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1. Introduction 

A k:nowl~e base is a relational database augmented with a rule-program. e.g. datalog (see [M\Vj). In this 

;J:lper we continue the stUdy of parailelization in knowledge bases. begun in (WS.W,CW]. The emphasis in these 

·.vodes was on parallelization without communication overhead. namely pure parailelization. This type of paralleliza

:ion is resrricted. in its applicability; only some classes of programs can be purely parailelized. To overcome this 

limitation. in [CW] we proposed a strategy that does incur an overltead. but can be applied to every single-rule pro

gr:lIll without constants. We show that all the strategies discussed in our previous works are special cases of the 

daLa-reduc:ion paradigm. that we introduce in this paper. It stipulateS that parallelization is obtained by having each 

processor evaluate the original program. but with less data. In extension to the strategies discussed in our previous 

.-works. data-reduction is applicable to datalog programs with multiple rules. constants. and negation. 

A data-reduction Strategy is obtained as follows. Every single-~r datalog evaluation method can be 

regarded as a sequence of rule-instantiations; in each rule-instantiation. the variables in the rule are replaced by con

s:.ants from the input. The purpose of data-reduction is to partition the instantiations among multiple processors. 

such that if each processor uses a single-processa method to evaluate the original program. then it processes less 

d.1..ta.. The worics on the :-';C-complexity of programs (e.g. [AP. C:<. UV) also partition the instantiations. but t.'ley 

assign one instantiation to 1 processor. assuming a polynomial (in the daubase size) number of processors. The 

worXs identify the programs for which the evaluation can complete in polylogarithmic time. We. on the other hand. 

assume 3 constant number of processors. and divide the instantiations to achieve workload partitioning. and low 

overhead. 

Since this paper is devcxed to data-reduction issues. in tbe next paragraphs we explain the paradigm in detail. 

and point out its relationship to other relevant wcri:. The database community observed that given massive amounts 

of data. 1 declarative program. suell as datalog. should be evalu.aLed in a set-1)riented. rather than tuple-oriented (a la 

Concurrent Prolog [Sh]) fashion. 'The set-oriented. or relatiooal. evaluation of J program P amounts to iter.l.tive!y 

computing 1 relational algebra expression for each rule of p, until a fut-point is re.xhea ([Ll). 

Example 1: Consider the transitive closure program PI: 

5 (..t,y):= 5 (..t,;),A (:,y) 

5 (x.y):= A (..t,y) 

The :-.:lJve evaluauon of? I !niualizes the re!ation 5 to A and :hen computes the ~e!.1uona1 a.Jgeora exp-ession 



(1) S (x.y):= S (x.y) u 1tx.,(S (x.:) join A (:.y» 

until no ne'.ll rupies are added to S. 0 

Example 2: The progr:un P z: 

S (1):= S (:),.4 (:.y) 

S (y):= A (a.y) 
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that finds all the nodes of a graph reachable from the node a (a constam). The semi-naive evaluation of P 2 initial-

izes ~ and S to the tuples of A that have the constant a in their first position, and then it evaluates the following 

expressions: 

(2) as (1):= :ty(6.S' (1) join A (z,y» - S (1) 

S(y):= S(y) u ~(y) 

~iter:u.ively, until jS = 0. 0 

A way of partitioning the rule-instantiations among the processors is the following. Assume that there are .c 

processors, all of which have access to the extensional database (it is either replicated. or te3ides in some common 

memory. or ~ be received from a ~ that 'owns" it). It is possible to partitioo the computation of relational 

algebra operntions among the processors_ For this purpose, one ~ use some technique from the existing literarure 

on parallel evaluation of relational oper:u.ions (e.g. [BBDW)- However, we postulaLe that the work partitioning c.m 

be~:.er !:le performed by 3ppe11d.ing some predicaLe It = j, to the body of each rule. where It is some hash function. and 

j is the identification of some ~_ TIle function It gelS as arguments a subset of the variables in the relational 

expression. and it maps each inswltiation of the variable3 into a unique ~ of the set of processors 

Consider the relational algebra expreuion (1) of Eumple 1. Assume that the optimal way of joining S and A 

on J single processor is by a nested loop. where S is the outer relation. and .-t is the inner one; ~ch block of S. in 

sequen~. is joined with the appropria1c blocks of A. This is a likely siruation. considering that A will probably have 

an inc!ex on the column t, whereas S. constructed dynamically. will probably not In order to divide the worle 

between ('.110 PI'()USSOfS we ~ use a hash function (e.g. I mod 2) that maps each I-value into either Po or P! . 

Assume t.hal the hash iuncoon maps half the I-values in 5 to Po. and ~ other half to PI. and the distribution of S-

fae:s among the I-valueS is uniform. Then the computation time is clearly split U1 half. 
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Suppose now thaI a single processor evaluation method is paralJelized by par.lllelizing exh join operation as 

explained above (and possibly oLher relational algebra operations as weU). This has two dIawbaclcs. :!I"St. the k pro

cessors must be synchronized at each join: tiley all complete the computation of tile join in one iteration. exchange 

the newly gener:ued ruples. and then begin tile next iteration. Second, as shown in our previous wodes (e.g. [WSJ). 

many tuples are tr.1nsmitted unnecessarily among tile processors. However. the evaluation Joad C30 be partitioned 

·.l/it.'out the negative side effectS, by appending the hash functions to the rule3 from which the relational expressions 

JIe derived. rather than to the expressions themselves. Then eac.'I processor evaluates the modified version of the 

program. obtained in this fashion. The hash function appended to each rule depends on ~ evaluation method 

(semi-naive, Henschen-Naqvi. or ano!.her (see [BR])), and on the access plan for computing the relational algebra 

expression for the rule. It is selected wi!.h !.he purpo~·of best dividing the processing load among the ~ssors. 

--. The question of how :0 achieve this purpose algori!.hmically is outSide the scope of this paper. However, we use the 

semi-naive evaluation method for demonstrating our ideas. 

We first introduce the parad.!gm for datalog programs without negation, and we discuss how It is specialized 

to a ;JaIticular parallel algorithm. Then we discuss some desirable properties of strategies. These are single-source 

and single-destination. and they enable a lower communication overhead_ For a given strategy, we present a 

sufficient condition fer exh one of these IX'Operties. Actually, the decomposability concept discussed [CW] is a 

combination of the single·source and single-<iestination propc:rtie3. Spedfically, the decomposable programs are the 

ones for which there exist strategies tha1 nave bo!.h prope:tie3. Thereiore we ask whether these programs can be 

characterized aigori!.hmically. UnicnunaLely. we prove th.a1 it is Wldecidable to determine whether a program is 

decomposable. We also point out tha1 this result cannot be straight-forwardly obtained from a Rice style theorem in 

(GMSV]. Then we address !.he problem of load balancing. Particularly, we discuss changing the dam·reduction 

strategy while the parallel evaluation is in progress. It turns out that this change of strategy can be perfonned more 

effiCiently :or a linear program. Fin.ally, we discuss how to e;{t.e:ld the paradigm to programs with stratified nega

tion. The d..:lla-reduction paradigm fer d.aLalog without negation, does not require synchronization among the pro

cessors. However. the same pu-adigm requires synchroni.z.a1Jon when applied to programs with ne:ption. It indicat.es 

thac the.--e is J. relationship. that we feel is fundamental in parallel computation. between monotoniciey and synchron

ization. We also show that the single source and destination properties. when present, enable the elimination of the 

need ior synchroniz.:llion. 

!: . 
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TIle rest of the papa is organized as follows. In section 2 we intrOduce the terminology used throughout the 

paper. and in se...--tion 3 we present the paradigm. In section ~ we discuss the variables of the paradigm that have to 

be fixed in order to oOmin a parallel evaluation algorithm. In section 5 we disc'.lSS one important variable of the 

paradigm. that determines the overhead. namely the transmission set of tuples. between processors. In section 6 we 

discuss the single.source and single-desrination propenies. and in sec::ian 7 we prove the undecidability result. In 

Sl!Ction 8 we address the problem of balancing the load by sttategy change. In section 9 we discuss the application 

of the paradigm t.O da!alog programs with stratified negation. in section 10 we conclude. and in Sl!Ction 11 we dis· . 

cass future '.vorlc. 

Z. Preliminaries 

In this section we define the basic terminology. A liural is a predicate symbol followed by a list of arguments. 

An Cllom is a liter.1l with a constant or 3 variable in each argument position. A COflSUJIU is any nao.n-al numbel'. (The 

results in this paper Jre appUcable to character strings as well. since their binary representation is a narura.l number.) 

The exhe! arguments of 311 310m are the variables. If an 310m has a constant in each argument position. then it is a 

jact. An R -'.1/om is an atom having R as rbe predicate symboL A rule consists of 1Il atom designated as the head. 

and a conjunction of one or more atoms. designated as the body, We assume that 3 rule is range restric:.ed. i.e .• 

every variable in the h~ of a rule also appears in the bcdy of the rule. A datalog program (see [MW]). or a pro· 

gram for short. is a finite set of rul~ whose predicate symbols are divided into two disjoint subsets: the e::::ensiOfUli 

predicates. and the in1e!lIiortai predicates. The extensional predicates are distinguished by rbe fact that they do not 

,appear in any head of a rule. 

For a rule. r, an arithmetic predicate (see (BR)) of !be fonn It (I I •.•• .I,). where Xl •••• ..r, Jre distinct variables, 

each of which appears in r, is called a restricting~. For example. fer a rule that has variables It and :41. 

the predicate (.:c I +.:c,) mod S > 2 i.! a re.micting predicate. A rwricred version. r' , of a rule r, is obtained by 

appending to the body 01 r a restricting predicate. A restric:.ed version of a program. P. is a collection of rules that 

is obtained by replacing each ruJe of P by 1 resaicted ve:rsicn of it. 

For a rule. r. an arithmetic predicate (see [ERJ) of the fonn It (.:c I .... ..r,). whe:e .I I ••.. ..r f Jre distinct variables, 

e.xh of which appears in r. is called 1 rt!srrictillg predic:u.e. For c!.'Umple. for a rule that has variables .:c I and .I7. 

lhe predicJ.le (.r I - z,) mod 5 > 2 is a restricting predicate. A rWricred version. ,., of a rule r. is obtained by 
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appending to the body of r a reslricting pred.ic:u.e. A resrricted version of a program. p. is a collection of rules thaL 

is obtained by repl.acing each rule of P by a resrricted version of it. We lSSwne that only restricted versions of pro_ 

grams have arithmetic predicates; programs do not. 

The inpUlI :0 a program P is a finite set of R·facts. where R is some extensional predicate symbol. Let Q be 

50me intentional predicate in P. Given some input I. we define the Q-query. or the OUlpUl jor Q. and denOte it 

o (P.QJ): it is the set of Q-facts that have a derivation tree in P given I. A derivarion (TU fer a fact. a, is a finite 

tree with the nodes labeled by facts; a is the root, the leaves are facts in I, and for each internal node. b. with chil

dren b 1 ••••• bt • there is an instantiation of a rule of P that has b as the head and b l' •••• bk• as the body; if r is a 

reslricted version, then the instantiation must satisfy the reslricting predic:u.e. The OUlpUl of P is the union of the 

_ourputs for all the intentional pre:dic.:ues. The set of input and oucput facts is called the dalabase of tbe program P. 

A predic~lte Q in a program P directly derives a predicate R if it OCCUIS in the body of a rule whose head is a 

R-alOm. Q is rec:usive if (Q.Q) is in the nonreilexive tI'3J'lSitive closure of the "directly derives' relation. Predicate 

Q ckrives predicate R if (Q,R) is in ~ reflexive cr..nsitive closure of the "directly derives" relation (particularly, 

every predic:u.e derives itself). A prog:r:un is recursive if it has a recursive predicate. 

J. The Data·Reduction P~r .. digm 

We first describe the pandigm assuming that ~ database resid.es in a memcry common to all the pro<::essors. 

Tnen we considc the C:lse in which there is no common ~mory. 

Let P be a progrsm with '" rules, that we denote (r: ..... r..J. Let (Po ..... Pt-\) be a set of .i: > 1 processors. For 

each rule rj. we designate .i: reslricring predicates. ni,(:t! ..... ~). for 0 !. j !. k -1. The arguments :t lo .... .rq• are the 

same for all the .i: predicateS. and. by definition, all the arguments are variables of rio We require that for each 

instanciaLion of the variables :t \ ..... .r ... the ~ iii, is true fer euctly one j. DenO<.e by r.j the reslricted version 

of the rule ri having the restricting predic.1t.e h.,{:t\ , .... :t,,) appended to its body. Denote by P, the reslricted version 

of P consisting of the set of rules (rjj 11 !. i !. m). The set (P o •.... P t-l) is called a daUJ-r~duc:ion paralleli:ariofl 

scrau1Y. or. for short. a paralleli;aJion strClUV fer P. Fer e.umple. the set of restricted v~ions: 

5 (:t.y ):- 5 {:t.: ).04 (:.y ).(: ... y) mod k = j 

5 (:t.y):- A (.x.y).(y + 1) mod.i: = j 
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ior j = 0 ..... ;; -1. constiwteS a parallelization Str:l.U!gy for the program of Example 1. 

TIle set of ~SSO~ (Po ..... Pt-I) cooperate in evaluating P in parallel as follows. The \X'OCesso~ start with a 

global daLabase. residing in common memory. consisting of the input. Processor Pi perfonns the instantiations of 

:he rules in the tesaicted version P, (i.e. instantiations that satisfy Pi's restricting predicates). If the head of the 

:nstanti.ated rule is not in the database. but each one of the fac!S in the body is there. the.'l the fact in the head is 

added to the global database. The inStantiations of Pi can be pert"crmed by using any single-processor evaluation 

method on Pi; however, the method has to be adjusted. to account for additions to the database made by other pro

cesso~, not just Pi' The parallel algorithm ends when none of the processors can perform an instantiation of a rule 

in its restricted version, such thac a new fact is added to the database. Actually. the number of processors can be 

smaller than the number of restricted versions. in whic.h case more than one restricted version is assigned to a pro-

",:ceSsor. This way the class of ins tan tiallon· partitions can be extended. For the sake of simplicity. the discussion is 

restric:.ed to the one-restricted-version-pe:r-processor c.lSe. 

Now assume that the there is no global datwase. but l local one fer each piocessor. Assume further that the 

input is either replicaI.ed. or transmitted at the outset to all the proce.ssoc3. The message-passing. or shared-nothing 

variation of the dau-reduction paradigm is as follows. Each ;::roc~. Pi. startS with the local database consisting 

of the input to the program. and performs the instantialloru of Pi as befcre. Processor Pi transmits to each other pro

cessor. Pj' the set of tuples that Pi computes. Actually. this sec. denoted Til' may be less than the whole set of ruples 

computed by Pi. This issue is addressed in section 5. The pro:e.ssor Pi also receives from each other processor the 

set of tuples the laa.er computed. This way common memcry is simu.l.a1.ed.. The communication among the proces

sors is totally lSynchronous during the computation. and the only synchroniz3lion requirement is reflected in the :er

mination condition. spccilied below. In other words. ccrrecmess of the paradigm is independent of the time (rela

tive to the computation of each ~) at which messages containing ruples are sent and received by the proces

sors. The algorithm perfonned by ~ Pi is some variation of the prc:x:uiure below. The procedure is executed 

i lerau ve I y. un til the temtinarion condition is s.a.tis.tied. 

DA T A-REDCCT!ON: 

I. Add to the local da.t.aba.se new ruples obl:lined by instantiations of nIles of resaic:ed version P,. 
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2. Tr:lI1smit to some. or ail. of the other processo~ the new wples computed. 

3. Add to the local darabase new wples obtained by instantiations of rules of restricted version P, • 

... R~ive from some. cc ail. of the other ~rs new wple3 and add them CO the local database. 

The :ermination condition of the message.passing paradigm is the following: no processor can gener:u.e any 

new tuples (Le. tuples that do not exist in the global database for the common memory arcititeCture. or in the local 

database fIX the message passing architecture). by instantiating rules of its restric~ version: also. there are no "in 

transit' tuples. i.e .• tuples thal have been sent but nO( received. We shall say more about the distribu~ tennination 

protoCOL in the next section. Denote by Si the rel.ation f~ intentional predicate S existing at Pi. when the termination 

-condition is satisfied. The output of the program for each intentional predicate. S. is: 

It 

U uS i 

S iI ... iAulUJt)_~ i-I 

-'. Specializing the Puadigm to an Algorithm 

Let P be a program. In order to obtain a parallel algorithm on 1: processo~ frcxn the data--reduction paradigm. 

the following four par:1JTIeters have to be fixed: the restricting predicates thal dete:m1ine the strategy. the sets of 

tuples T'l transmia.ed among the proc~ (discussed in section 5). the evaluation algcrithm of each processcr 

(including how it communicates with other processors). and the disaibu~ tennination protoCOl. In this section we 

discuss the last two parameterS. starting with the :valuation algcrithm. 

In this paper we consider algorithms based on the semi-naive evaluation (see [Ban. Bay]) of each resaicted 

version of a Strategy. In [C\V] we discuss an evaluation algorithm for a single·rule program. P. without const3J1ts. 

Communication among the ~ is by message passing. Extended CO an arbitrary datalog program. the algo-

rithm PSNE executed by some processor. Pi' is given in Fig. I. We use ullman's no cation for the semi· naive 

tuples of S, [Jut can be obtained by the insIanti.a.t.ions of rules. given extensional relations R l •... • Rb intentional 

relations S: ..... 5 ... and diffe:enti.al relations ~I"" .t.Q ... Similarly for the function EVAL. Steps 5.13.15. 

and 19·21. constitute the modification co the well·known serial semi-naive evaluation algorithm. We shall denote 

by PSNE this parallel version of semi·naive evaluation. The algorithm PSNE can be seen as the following speciali. 
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?SNE for processor Pi: 

L. for i := 1 to m do begin; 
2. ~i:=£VAL(Si.RIo ... .Rt.l2J ... _ .0): t- evaluation of restricted version P, a/ 
3. Sj:=6Sj: 
.!. I!nd; 
5. send from the D$j's the subset Tit<. to each processor p,,; 
6. r.:epeaL: 
7. for i:=1 to m do; 
3. aQ;:=6Sj : ;-save old D$'s */ 
9. for i := 1 to m do begin; 
10. 6Sj :=£VAL-INCR (Sj.R! •.. -.RbS lo •••• S .... aQ I." .• ~ ... ); (* evaluation of restricted version P, */ 
11. 6Sj :=6Sj-Sj: (*remove "new· cuples that actually appeMed before-' 
12. ence 
13. send from the .1.)j·s the subset Tit<. to each p~r p,,; 
14. fer i:=1 to m do; 

- 15: 6S; i- asj u (Sj-!acrs received the other processors during the last iura.rioft): 

16. Sj:=Sj u asj : 

17. end; 
18. until asj =0 for all i's; 
19. Wait until ~nnination detection, or until some ruples are received from other ~sors; 
:0. if termination detection. then output the P,'s and quiL 
: L if tuples received. then add them to the Sj ·s. initialize !be asj's to them. and go to r. 

Figure 1. The parallel semi-naive evaluation algorithm. PSNE. consists of multiple ~s as above. one for 
ex !1 processor. 

zauon of the data-reduction paradigm. In step 1 of paradigm, one itaation of semi·naive evaluation is perfonned 

for :.he restricted version p.: in step 2. a subset of the newly computed tuples in step 1. i.e. of the differentials (~. s) 

for III the intentional predicates. are transmitted to all the odler J%OCessors (which subset, will be discussed in sec· 

-Lion 5): in step 3 no evaluation takes place. and in step 4. all the tuples received from orner processors during the last 

ite:-:luon are added to the dat.aba.se. and to !be differentials. If at this point the differentials are empty. then processor 

Pi waits until tennination is detected. or some wples are received. 

Another variatioo of !be paradigm is that in step 1. semi·naive evaluation is performed until a (temporary) 

fix-point is reached. Then daf3-reduction is continued as above. The algorithm of Fig. 1 is modiiied as iollows to 

renect this variation. S~p 5 is removed, step 13. referring to Sj rather than asj• is moved to between s~ps 18 and 

19. lI1d step 15 is removed. 

!c" . 
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Still another variation of the paradigm is to execute step 4 of the paradigm. namely incorporation of tuples 

received from the other processors. only when a temporary fix-point is reached. The algorithm of Fig. 1 is modified 

'D rerlect this variaLion. by removing Step 15. 

The above algorithms do not assume any synchronous operation of the network. or that messages, or tuples. 

:lIe received in the order in which they are sent. 

Another parameter to fix in order to turn the data-reduction paradigm into a parallel algorithm is the distri

buted termination algorithm. However. for chis purpose. one has only to select an algorithm from the many pub

lished in existing literawre ([Q{, F. MI. M2]). There. the distributed tennin.arion problem is deIined as follows. 

Let PO ..... Pk-l be a finite set of processors. communicating by messages. A ~ is either idle or active. Only 

_3Cti.ve processors may send messages, a process may -change from active to idle at any time, and a process may 

change from idle to active only upon receipt of a message. The algorithms provided in the litetarure superimpose a 

termination deteCtion algorithm on the compucation. In Our terminology. a processor is idle if it re.xhes a temporary 

!ix-point. otherNise :t lS active. A ~ re.xiles a temporary fix-point if by instantiating rules of its restric:ed 

version of the program. new wples. i.e. tuples that do nO( exist in the local database. C4lUlOt be genented. 

S. Transmissjoo ~ts 

"The message'passing version of the data-reductioo paradigm rransmits between processors more tuples than 

necessary. In simulating common memory. there is no point in transmitting to some ~t" ~ples that will cer

tainly be eliminated by its restricting predicates. To illu.strat.e chis. consider the the following. 

Example 2: (continued frc:m the introduction). Denote by It some hash function. It: : -. {O ..... ,t-I}. Suppose that 

there are Jc processors. and each Pi evaluates the program: 

P'1i: S(y):-S(:).A(:.y),It(:)=i 

S (y):- A (a.y).h (y) = i 

We s.hall make three obse:rvatioo.! about this example. FtrSt.. lSSume that the relation A h.as an index on the 

second laribute. S does DOt have an index. and the optimal way of joining S and A is by a nC3ted loop. where S is 

the outer re11Lion. l11d A is r.he inner one. "Then partitioning the worle by the above Str.lLegy will probably result in an 

optimal speedup. i.e.'c. Second. in a wide-area distributed environment. assume that the relation A (:.y) is horizon

tally partitioned on the Iirst column; for eumple processor i stores the tuples for which h (: )~. Then. the require-
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ment that each processor has the whole input at the outSet can be rewed. Third. which demonstIates the topic of 

~s ~tion, In order to ensure that each output wple is computed by at least one processor, Pi has to tranSmit to Pi 

only the wples S (y) that it computes, and for which II (y) = j. 0 

Formally, given an input J to a program p. we define tile set of tuples T ij • that processor Pi sends to Pj. Let S 

be an intentional pred.ic:lte of !be program p. and H a parallelization strategy of it. The set of S-facts transmitted 

from Pi to Pi' denoted STjj consists of the intersection of two otiler sets. denoted SRj and SCi. Fl1'St we define tile set 

SRJ" An S-fact./. is in SRi if and only if: 

(Condition K 1) there is some rule of tile program P. say r,. such thaI/is not in r,. but there is an instantiation of it 

that satisfies tile predicate flu' and f appears in the body.of the instantiated rule • 

..;; In ocher words. a wple f is in SRi' if there is an instantiation fer wltich Pj is in charge, that uses f Determining 

whecher a given fact is in SRj can be done in constant time. under the following assumptions. 

(1) The size of the program is constant (this assumption is also made in orner worts. e.g. (UV]). 

(:) Fex' any. restricting predicaLe 11;,(:: 1 ••••• .r,). it can be detcmined in constant time. for any instantiation of any 

subset of :he Ii '5, whether or not the rest of tilem can be instantiated by constants, such that the predicate is true. 

Next we define the set SCi' In contrast to the set SRJ• the set SCi does depend on the input. Intuitively, it is tt'.e 

set of facts computed by processor Pi' Fonnally. a producriy~ instantiation of a rule at processor Pi is an instantiation 

fer which, when performed by Pi. the he:ld is not in tile database at Pi, but all the facts in the body are tilere. A fact 

is compwed by Pi if it is m tile head of a productive insumiation. Note thaI tile same fact may be computed by more 

than one processor. Furtllermore. it may be compu!ed. and later received from another processor. Let SCi be the set 

of S-fac!S computed by Pi. Then SI'ij. the S-cra.nsmissioft set from i 10 j. is SRI Ii SCj' We define 

T" =. . v . SI'ij. TIle set Tij is called tile crQl1S7nissioft set from Pi to Pj' 
Sll- ...... ~fI~ 

Observe that the definition 0{ Tij requires that each processor, Pi. knows the whole strategy. not only its own 

restricted version. Furthermore, note thaL the T,/s are not necessarily disjoint For example, if in the body of some 

rule of P appe31S the atcrn S (Y), and if the variable y is not an argument of a restricting predicate, then any proces-

sor tbaL computes l fact. 5 (a), must transmit it to all the otiler processors. Moreover, it is possible that S (a) is com-

pUled by more than one processer. 
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(Optimiz:uion 01): An algorithm based on the data-reduction par.ldigm may perfonn the following optimiza. 

tion. ro send less than rile whole set Tij • It may eliminate a fact. f, from Tij • if it was received at Pi. before the latter 

cr:msmitted f ro Pj. In other words. it is possible that Pi has computed f, included it in Tij • but has not performed the 

actual t:r:lIlSmission (3 ~ssible reason is Ulat it waited [0 fill up a buffer). If at this point f is being received at Pi. 

then f can be eliminated from Tij• 'The reason this optimization does not violate correcmess is that the processor that 

sent/tO Pi must have also sent it [0 Pj' 

6. Unique Source and Destination Properties 

Let P be a program. and {PO ..... Pk-tl a set of processors. for some parailelization strategies for p. each possi

ble ruple of an imentional retarion. S. is tranSmitted lI? a unique·processor. This is a desirable siruation. since it 

reduc~ communiC3J..ion among rile processors. Formally. the paralleliz.ation stra1egy H has the uniqUl! cUsrinariOTt 

property with ~spect to rile intentional predicate S. if each S-fact belongs [0 a unique SRi •. This m~s that exh S

fact. f, is transmitted [0 only one ~r. by any p~r U1at computes/. For example. the strategy: 

S (::.y):- UP I (::.:).5 (z. w).DOWN 1 (w.y).(z-+-w) mod k = j 
5 (::.y):- UP 2 (::.:).5 (z.w),DOWN 2(w.y).(z +'111) modk = j 
S (::.y):- FUT (::.y).:: mod k = j. 

has the unique destination property with respex::t [0 S. For instance. assuming that there are wee processors. 

(Pf).p:.pJ. the tuple S(5.3) is only transmia.ed [0 P-:.. ~ow consider the strategy identical with the one above. 

except that the restricting prectic;lles of the second rule are .r mod .c = j. This strategy does not have :he unique desti

nation property. 

When does a paral1elization strategy have the unique destination property? This questioo is impaum because 

it should be taken in[O consideration in selecting ene. from several candidate parallelization strategies by which ro 

evaluate P. 

Theorem 1: Let P be • program. and let H = (P o ..... Pk-\) be some paralleliz.atioo str31egy of P. The strategy H 

has the unique destinarion pI"0gerty with respect ro intentiooal predicate S. if there is a set of argumenc positions 

t! •...• t. of the predicate 5. such dw: 

(1) if So is an S-a[OOl in the body of some rule. r" of P. then the variables denoted :: I .... ..r". i.e .• the arguments of 

the restricting predicates 11;,. a~ in positions t I •...• ty of So. respectively (and consequently 'J = q,). 
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(2) if 'j and'j are two rules of P that have an 5-a.tDm in the body. then for every seq~ of constants. a b ...• a... 

and for every m. h;..(a! •...• a..) is true if and only if h",,(a t ••••• a..) is true. 0 

Another important property of a strategy is the unique-source property. It ensures that any S-fact. f, is transmitted 

from (rather than to) a unique processor. Again. this property reduces communication. Fonnally the parallelization 

strategy H has the uniqUl!-soUTce property with respect to the intentional predicate S. if each 5-fact. f, can belong to 

a unique CT,o' In odler 'Nards. if/is in the output of dle program P. then it is computed by the processor Pio' and 

only by this processor. Fer example. the strategy: 

S (::.y):- UP I (::.:).5 (r. w).DOWN I (w.y)~ mod Jc = j 

5 (::.y):- UPz(x,z).S (::.w).DOWNl(w.y).x mod ~ = j 
5 (::.y):- FLAT (;r.y).:: mod Jc = j 

has t.1e wtique so~ property with respect to S. Consider the strategy identical with the one above. exc::pt that the 

restricting ;rredicaces of the second rule. are : mod Jc = j. nus strategy does not have the unique source property. 

The next theorem. giving a sufficient condition for :1 strategy to have the unique-source ~rty. is identical to 

Theorem 1. except that it refers to S-alOms in the head. rather than body. of rules. 

Theor~m 2: ut P be a program. and let H = {P o •.•.• p.- I } be some parallelization strategy of P. The Strategy H 

has the unique so~ property with respect to intentional predicate S. if there is a set of argument positions 

(~ •...• 1. of the predicate S. such that: 

(1) if S Q is an S-awm in the head of some rule. 'j. of P. then the V1lria.bJ,e., denoted :: I •... .x". i.e .• the arguments of 

the restricting predicates h,i' appear in positions II • .••• 1., of SQ. respectively (and consequently y = qJ. 

(1) if 'j and ') are two rules of P tlw have an S-atom in the head. then fer every SC4uence of constants. a ! ••••• a". 

and for every .... h;.(a ! ••••• a,,) is true if and ooly if .II ... (a ! ••••• a..) is true. 0 

Assume that. SIl'ICegy has bodl. the unique ~ and destination JrOperties with respect some intentional 

predicate. S. and funbermore the ~ snd destirwion cow i..tU. i.e. are the same processor. fer each S -fact. 1be n 

each S-fact is produced during the evaluation by a unique processor. and no S-fact has to be transmitted among the 

p~ssors. 

1. Dei:om posable P"rognms 
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For some progr.uns there exists a strategy that has a coinciding source and dest:inatioo property for everY 

intentional predic.:u.e of the program. Such programs are called decomposable. The processors cooper.u:ing in the 

evaluation of 1 decomposable program do not have to transmit any ruples. and me output produced by e3Ch proces

sor is disjoint from me output of e3Cn other processor. The advantage of communication-freedom is obvious. and 

output-disjoinmess implies that two processor.! do not duplicate the effort of producing the same f.ac:.; Utis is appeal_ 

ing since it means thaI work-partitioning is abstracted.. independently of implementation details. such as the inner 

:lIld outer relations of a nested loop jOin. For example. the following parallelization strategy for computing the tran

sitive closure (a decomposable program) has the communication-freedom and output-disjoinmess advantages. 

S (.r.y):- S (.r..:).A (:.y) • .r mod k = j 
- S (.r.y ):- A (.r.y) • .r mod k = j. 

TIle dara-reduction par:u1igm is a syntactic concept. However. as we shall show. decomposability is a seman

tic property. and in this section we study it in this way. Specifically. we ask the following question. Cln we alga-

rithmically identify the programs for which there is a parallel evaluation method (whether or not a specialization of 

the data-reduction paradigm) that satisties the above conditions. namely. work disjo in mess. and communication 

freedcm. In [C\V] we have taken this semantic approach. defined the decomposability property and provided neces-

s.ary and sufficient conditions for decomposability of a single-rule program. These conditions can be c~ked alga

rithmiQily. In this section section we first extend the demmposabilicy definition to arbicrary cI.a1alog programs; this 

is necessary since in (ew] the defiruti<:il was restricted to single-ruie-programs. Then we as.Ic whether mere exists 

an algori!.hm that determines whether or not an arbicrary program is decomposable. and answer negatively. 

We start willl some preliminaries. that pave the way 10 the decomposability definition. A program is Q

minimal if every predica.te in the program derives Q. We shall assume without loss of generality thaI whe.'l evaluat

ing a Q-query. !he JX'Oil2l1l i3 Q-minimal: otherwise rules can be omia.ed from !.he program. fer answering the Q

query. Let P be a Q-min.ima.I propm. for some intentional pn:dicate Q. The OUlpUl domain of P. denoted O. is !.he 

se~ of all R-fac=s. for all intentional predica~. R. In other words. the output domain is the in.finit.e set (R(Jt) I R is 

an intentional prediC.l.t.e. and:iis a sequence of consunts ). A ~ of twO or more sets. M 1 ..... J,{b .... is a Q-parririoll 

of !.he output domain of p. if me following requirements are satisfied. 

l. me .lrf; • s are pairwise disjoint, and 

., e3ch ./rl, conlains J1 least one Q-atom (a<herwise the member is useless for the evaluation of a Q-quc:ry). and 

,:: 
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3. each Q-fact in the oucput domain belongs to some Jf;. 

Let D be a Q-partidon of the output domain for the program p. and let '\.{j be a member of D. A Q-fact. g. in .\.ti is 

prOfMr. if: for every input I such that g is in the output 0 (P.Q.J). the fact g has a derivation tree in which ail the 

intentional-facts are in .\.{j. In other words, assume that each prcx:essor asswnes responsibility for produdng the Q_ 

~acts belonging to one or more members of D. Then, for deriving a proper Q-fact. a processor does not need to 

receive facts derived derived by odler proces.sors, regardless of the inpuL The program P is Q -decomposable if it 

has a q-partidon for which e~ Q-fact in the output domain is proper. 11k:n. the set D is called an 

eligible Q -parrirum of P. 

For example. consider the program P 1 below: 

Q (..r.y.:):- Q (;c.y. w), A (w,z) 

Q (..r.y,:):- R. (y • .r.:) 

R. (.r.y • .r):- R. (.r.y. w). B (w • .:) 

R. (.r,y.:):- C (x.y.:) 

r.,e program is Q-dccomposable. One eumple of an eligible Q.partition is the following. M I consists of the Q-

J.nd R- facts in which the sum of the constants in the first two positions is odd. and M 2 consists of the ones in which 

the sum is even. Acrually. the program PI has an infinite Q.partition: M I consists of the facts in which the sum is 

1, .\.{ 2 consists of the facts in which the sum is 2. etc. When the program has a single intentional predicate. it is easy 

to so: that the decomposability definition above reduce3 to !he definition in [CW]. 

Decomposable programs are also intere3ting fex ~nti.al processing. O~ a tUpoint is reached within a 

member of the partitioo. all the facts of the member can be removed from the intentiooal relations, reducing their 

sizes for further processing. For eumple. consider the program PI above. If at some iu:rarioo of semi-naive evalua-

tion, the differential does IlO( caHain any intentional facts in which the sum of the first two positions is 3, (but prior 

iterations it did). then all such facu C3Il be removed from !he intentional relations. reducing their size for further 

iterations. 

We prove that fa 311 arbiO"3t)' data!og program. P. and a ~ Q of P. the problem of determining Q-

decomposability of P is recursively unsolvable. First, let u.s point out that the result cannot be obtained trivially from 

(GMSY, Theorem 8J. That result i! a Ru style theorem. that implies that many int.eresting properties of d.a.!alog 

programs 3re undecidable. S~i1k.ally. theorem 8 in [GMSV] stateS that any semandc property that contains bound-
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edness, and is strongly nontrivial is undecidable. A propc:ny 1t contains boundedness if every bounded l program has 

:he property :to However. decomposability does not contain boundedness. In fact, there are nonrec!lI'Sive programs 

that are not decomposable. For proof we will silow that me following nonrecursive program, P 2, is !lOt decompos. 

:lble. 

Q (x,y):- E (x, w). R (w, v). F (v.y) 
R (x.y):- G (x,y) 

Assume, by way of contradiction, that P2 is Q-decomposable, and consider two members. Mi and Mi' of an eligible 

Q-partition. Observe that, since every member of the Q-partition contains a Q-fact, every member must also contain 

an R-fact. Let Q(a.b) be in Mi , and R(c,d) be ~ Mi - Then Q(a,b) is nO( proper, since'for the input 

__ [E (a,c),G (c.d),F (d.b)] the fact Q (a.b) has a single derivation tree, andR (c.d), a fact in this tree. is not in Mi. 

In [WS] we have shown that every nonrecursive single-rule program (a program with one intentional predi. 

c~ and two nonteC'.JISlve rules), is decomposable. Actually. a lX'Ogram with an arbitrary number of rules is decem-

?,s.able. provided that it has a single intentional predicate. However. the program P 2 above has two. 

Tbeorem J: The problem of determining whether a given program is Q -<kcomposable. is recursively unsolvable, 

Prooj idea: The theorem is proven by a reduction from the problem 0{ determining equivalence of two datalog pro-

gr:lll1S. shown undecidable in [S). Given two progr:uru. PI and P,.. we construct l third. P. U'I.at has a new predi-

C3.:..e. Q. such that P is Q.Jea>mpcsabLe. if llId only if P I and P: are equivalent. 0 

The negative result in this section is ·cushioned" by a sufficient condition fer decomposability. discussed in 

'(VIS]. There we defined 1 syntaCtic cond.ition, called pivoa"llg. that is sufficient for a program to be decomposable. 

8. Ulad Balancin& 

In the exposition ~ far. we UIUJJlCd a fixed sct of resuicting pn:dicate3. determining a priori the restricted 

version executed by e:acll proces!Or. Clearly. even the best functions will fail to evenly ~ the load for some 

inputS. Then lead baL1ncing has to IXCUI'. We shall no( discuss the lX'Oblem of dete:nnining when to balance the 

load. but only how to do so. The way we propose is for some proce3SOI'. Pi. to change the parallelization strategy 

used.. in order to balanc.: the load. Presumably. Pi is a processor that is idle for more than some prespecified amount 

of arne. Or. Pi lrnows that there are idle ~rs. although Pi itself is not idle. How should the strategy be 
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changed? We suggest the following protoCOl. 

"There is a pnxessa-. e.g. Po. designated as !.he "leader". at !.he outset. When some processor decides to change 

:.he parallelizarion ma.t.egy. it selects the set of rcsaicting predicateS of me new strategy (possibly me next set in a 

list of ::.mdidate strategies). and sends this set to me leader. requesting a change. The purpose of this Step is for the 

leader to be able to select a single ·suc~· processor if multiple proc.esson are simultaneously al!.e:npcing a 

straLegy~hange. each with a different set of restricting IX"Cdic3tCS. Before changing a strategy. X. the leader verifies 

two things. First. !.haL all me processors have received X. and second. that at least one processor has generated new 

tuples using X. The purpose of the first verification is 10 ensure that when !.he algorithm ends. all the processors use 

:.he same st:r:U.egy: this in tum ensures completeness. The purpose of the second veriiicarioo is 10 prevent an intinir.e 

loop of strategy~hanges. without making any pro~ in the computation of the output. Only after the two 

verifications complete positively. the leader sends the new strategy 10 each pnx:essor. 

When J processor. Pl. reaives a new restricted vernon from the leader. it transmits from its local database. to 

~h other processor. POI' the subset that satisJies condition Kl (see deiinition in section 5). according 10 the new 

Str.lL.egy. Then. Pj simply proceeds with its ~mputation using the new rcsaicted vc::sion. The PSNE algorithm of 

rig. 1 is adapted 10 c!lange the strategy dynamically. by adding the following Step between steps 6 and 7. 

6.1 if a new strategy is requested. men send to each processor. P ... from each one of the imentional relations S, the 

subset that is also in SRi (defined ~ording to !be new strategy); then change the resaicting predicateS according to 

the new Str:ltegy. 

--
In me full paper we demonstrate the su:u.egy~hange procedure, and prove that it is com:ct, namely that no 

output is lost. Assume now that the prognun being evaluated in parallel is lin.ear, namely a program with at most 

one intentional pred.icaLe in the body of each ruJe. Then we can apply !he foUowing optimization of the load b8.lanc-

ing scheme. At step 6.1 of the PSNE algcriLhm. Pi should transmit 10 each other processor. p". only a subset of the 

fac:.s it tranSmiu in !be rcncral ca.se. For ea::h intentional ~ S. it is the subset of the last differential. ~. 

(instead of all the S-fr..s in the Cl.IlTent cia.aNse) that saLisrle3 condition Kl aa:ading 10 the new Str3teg)'. Note 

that this reduction in the size of T ... has two positive effecu. FII'St. it red~ the number of ruples transmitted 

among processas. S~ond. it red~ the amount of work perf~ by the ~iving processor, p". sin~ the size 

of both. the differential .lS. and the relation S, shrinks •. In the fuji paper we prove the correctness of the optimization 
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for linear progr:uns. and we d.emarlStraU: that it is incorrect if the program is not linear. 

9. Extension to OataJoi with ~egatioD 

In this section. we discuss the application of parallel algorithms based on daca-reduction. to datalog progr:uns 

for which the rule3 are defined as before. ex~Pt that some of the atoms in the body of a rule may be negated. We 

shall assume safe negation. namely !hat each variable in a negated atom also appe3n in a non-negated atom in the 

body of the same rule. Furtbermore. we shall assume thaL the programs are suatified (~ [ABW]). This means that 

there is no pam in the dependency graphl from R to Q. if there is a rule whose head is an R-atom. and a negated Q. 

atom appears in its body (namely - Q deiine3 R). Such a program has a strati.fication. i.e. a nonnegative numbering 

of the predicate symbols. such that if S is defined by - T; then T has a lower number !han S. and if S is defined by T. 

then T has a lower or equal number than S. The output of such a program is defined as the set of tuples obtained by 

evaluating the strata one by one. in i.ncre3sing order, using the complement of a relation S as the set of fuc~ in the 

database. fex :.he atom - S appearing in me body of some nrle. A data-reduction algorithm of the type discussed in 

the previous sections. can be used for the evaluaLion of each so-alllm. 

'Therefore. a parallelization strategy for a program '.vith t Strata consists of t parallelization strategies each ooe 

evaluated by .t proc~sors. Suppose Ula1 intentional predicate S is at stratum b. At the ccmpletion of the evaluation 

of StTalllm b, e3C!1 ~ssor, Pi tranSmits to all the other ~sors. me S·facts that are in Pi'S darabase. assuming 

croat the atom S ap~ (possibly negated) in higher strata.. Ac:ually. Pi does not have to wait until the completion of 

Str.llum evaluation. but can transmit the S-f:lCts as they are evaluated by Pj. Furthermore. only a ruple. /. !hat satisnes 

the following conditioo shoold be transmia.ed to Pi' 

Condition (KlN): ~ il nne rule, ," whose hc3d is at Stt30Jrn b or higher. such that/is no< in r , • but there is an 

instantiation that sa rj sties the predic3le ltv' and / appean, possib I Y negaLed. in the body of the instantiated rule. 

Therefore. the tra.n.smistion seu are defined in terms of the currently evaluated Stralum. as well as higher ones. 

Now su~ that intentional pred.iC3te S appears neg3ted at Stra1um s. and the strarum of Sis u. u < s. Then a 

processor. Pi. C3M0( SW't the evaluation of str:UUm s before all the processors have completed the evaluation of StTa-

lum u; otherwise. facts it ccmputeS rruy be "invalidated" by S-f.acts received I.at.er. In other words. there are inputs. 

I. • irt;>ft :.'ui !lu ._~ ~c.&e rymbah u !.be !lOdes. and an U'C S _ T for :sc." p-U S. T IUCl ti'.a1 then: II I rule whose head is • T· 
&l.orn, ."d ~ S-w:xn ~:n :1J :,ody 
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and relative computation speeds (and communication delays). for whicll inv~dation of tupl~ may occur. There

fore. in general. !he processor3 have to be synchronized 31 each strarum. Synchronization mearu that each processa 

has to wait until all the ~ have completed their evaluation. and there are no ruple3 "in transit". before 

~roceed.ing to the next straIUm. 

fl..owever. this is not always n~. For example. consider the following Strategy for paralielization of the 

;m>gr:mt that computeS in 5 the transitive closure of A. and in T the ruples of me transitive closure of B. that are not 

in 5: 

T(:r.y):- T(:r.;)..B (:.y). -5(x.y). :r mod A= :: j 

T(:r.y):- B (:r.y):S(:r.y).:r mod.c = j 
_5 (:r,y):- S (x.:),A (:.y). :r mod.c = j 

S (:r.y):- A (:r.y). :r mod Ie == j 

for j = 0 •..•• ..( - L In this case there is no ruple that has to be transmitted among the processors. and in particular the 

~~sson do not have to be synchronized at the beginning of each strawm evaluation. A way of look:i.ng at this. i.s 

tr4t the only S-facts that can "invalid.a.u!' T-f~ts computed by some proc::ssor. Pi. are S-facts that are also computed 

by Pi. 

In general. it is possible that for a paral1e1ization stra1egy. the ~ have to be synchronized at the begin-

ning of the evaluaticn of some. but not all. of the strata of a program. Such strata are called SYflcJVOftOUS. in contrast 

to others. that are asylldvoftOus. (Actually. it is possible tllaL fer 1 para1.lelization stt"ategy. a st:r:UUm is asynchro-

nous [ex some proc.es.son. but llO( for Q(bcn. However. for the sake of simplicity. we omit thi.5 subtlety from the 

presen t discussion.) For example. if to the strategy above we add the rules: 

U (:r.y):- C (:r.y). "7(:.y). :r mod.c = j 

for j=O ..... k -1. then the third su-awm is synchronou.!. 

A sufficien t c::ondia l!Q for a $Q"aQlJll to be asynchronous i.1 the followin g. ~ P be a program. and let H be a 

parallelization stnLteIY for the evalua.rion of P. Let 1 be a marum. and denote by S 1 ••••• S .. the intentional predi

cates that appear negated at StrallJm 1. Dcnc4e by G the set !haL consists of St •... • S ... and the intentional predi· 

cateS that derive any of the Si' s. Denoc.e by ( be the highest stra.rum below!. that is syn::hronou!. or. if there is none. 

!.hen { = O. Disregard any niles of the strategy that define predicateS at a str:UUm rughe:' than s. and examine the fol· 

lowing. If each intentional pred.ic:ue that is in G. and is a1 a su:uum between land s-l. has a coinciding unique 
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source and destination property, then s is asynchronous. 

10. Conclusion 

In this paper we inaoduced the data·reduction paradigm fex evaluating da.talog programs in parallel. It con

;;ists of the evaiuation of a parailelization strategy. i.e. a partition of the rule-instantiations. such that each processor 

performs the instllltiarions in a partition member, and adds the newly generated Illples to a common database. The 

common darabase may be sirnu1.aIed by message passing. 

We proposed a protocOl for dynamic changing of stra.tegies derived from the paradigm. This is required for 

load balancing. For semi-naive evaluation of a linear program. load balancing can be pcrlonned more efficiently. 

since it is necessary to redistribute only the differentials. rather than the whole output produced so far. 

We also discussed the extenSion of the results to datalog programs with Strarified negatioo. The asynchronous 

mode of parallel computation is not guaranteed when the paradigm is extended 10 this type of ~grams. Some strata 

may be synchronous. Le. require synchrcniza.tion of the processors. before the evaluation begins. Others may be 

asynchronous. It turns out that the synchrony of a suawm i3 related 10 two adler important properties of paralleliza

tion strategies, namely unique source and destination. "They enable a lower communication overhead fex progrnms 

with and without negation, and we provided a sufficient condition for each propc:rty. ?rog:r:uruI fex which there is a 

parallelization strategy that has boUl properties are called decoolposable. and we have shown that it is undecidable 

to determine whether IX not a program is decOOlposable. 

11. Future work 

We intend to continue the exploration of the data-reduction paradigm. and will concentnU.e in the immediate 

future on disaibuted envircrunents. "The main deviatioo from our mode! is that in such an environment it may not 

prxticaJ to assume thai all procesaors have ~ to the whole inPUL However, as we have pointed Out in example 

2 at the beginning of JeCtioo S, this only rneaJ'l.! that different considerations may dicUte the selection of the restrict· 

in g predicates. 

Specificaily. we intend to apply the dala-reductioo paradigm 10 rule-processing in databases for networic 

manageme:1L Net-mate. a project currently undc::r development aL Columbia University (see [SDSYl). aims to 

deve lop a software en virnnment for management of very large (h undreds a f thousands of in tc:"Connect.ed com pULer'S) 

communic:u.ion networXs. A fault in such a networl: is a failure or an overload condition. and an impcna.nt ~cal in 
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netWori:: managemeJU i3 to automaticallY detect and recover from tllis condition. Rule based programming can be 

employed to auain thi3 goaL but two factOr.! combine to compliC31e this approach. First i3 that detection of the fault 

may require the analysis of very large amounts of statistical and coruigurarion daLa., and second is that this d:ua is 

usually distributed. One solution i3 to transmit the data. and analyze it in a central Ioc3tion. However, this would 

plac.: an unacceptable communication load on the netWolX. and an unacceptable computation load on the single pr0-

cessor. Anomer solution i3 to run a rule based program at multiple processors in the netwCl'k. with each analyzing 

the data produced locally. However. in this approach. the global view that is often required for proper fault detec-

tion. is lost. The right solution seems to require one rule program !hat has ~ to the data in the whole network.. 

For the rule ~grammer. this will hide the complexity in~ by distribution. and enable conceptualization of 

__ the fault detection problem as being ~tralized. However, for performance reasons. the program should be pro-

cessed at many processor.l in the netwoa. while minimizing communication overhead. Data-reduction satisfies 

these requiremenlS perfectly. It speeds up the evaluation of a ruJe-based program by using multiple proces3Ol'S (the 

nodes in the nerwort), each worting on 1 different subset of the daraMse (the data stered locally at the node). while 

minimizing the required communication among the~. 

Data-reduction should also prove helpful in the distributed ~ing of triggers. Fer example, assume that 

the netwcri:<aruiguratioo database is partitioned among many ~ in the IlCtwork. and consider the follow-

ing trigger: "if the delay 00 20% 0{ the communication ~ exceeds 5 seconds. then execute a certain alarm". Con-

tinuously collecting the tuples ~ting the ~ that satisfy the condition. would p~ an unacceptable com-

mwUcarion and comPlI.arioo load. Pnx:essing of the trigger under the data-reduction paradigm will hopefully coo-

sist of local trigger-evaluation (countini the Dumber of culprits ,,&cred in the proces1Or'), with minimal communica· 

tion among the procesaon (tra:nsm..isaion of the COWlt nuhc:r than the tupic3). 
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